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1 - Lost in the woods

The Escape From The Circus Of Scars
Lost In The Woods

By Ashley Buck Narrator (currently looking for one)

Blitz- I�m ok with the whole camping idea. But why can�t we go when the suns not out?

Roxy- because it�s-

Kiki- Cause the sun�s pretty ^^

Roxy- um, yeah, but that�s not the reason we can�t-

Kiki- BUT DON�T EVER STARE AT IT!! This one time I saw this guy staring at the sun and, yeah he�s
blind now! ^.^

Roxy- anyway, we�re going in the morning because it�s safer.

Blitz- Really? How so?

Roxy- Because then we can see to set up our tents and so we can see the hiking path and other crap
like that! (mostly hiking) Also if we went at night raccoons would eat our food! (ty&. Ty: What?!)

Wormwood- oh, also at night like roxy said we wouldn�t get our tents up then we would like have to sleep
on the ground and then when we�re asleep bugs would crawl in our brains and lay eggs in it and then
later they would hatch and eat you brain!!

Kiki- I don�t feel like going camping anymore *scared *

Roxy- Wormwood, why the hell are you going on this trip anyway? You can�t spend 2 hours without
coffee!

Wormwood- God Roxy! I�m not stupid!! I brought coffee with me! See I Brought two bags one with coffee
the other a battery operated coffee machine and I emptied Blitz�s Bag and filled it with batteries and I-

Blitz- YOU DID WHAT?!!?!

Wormwood- Hey, it�s not nice to interrupt people when they�re talking!



Kiki- YEAH BLITZ!!!

Wormwood- and so I also emptied the emergency supplies bag and filled it with coffee and my teddy
bear pillow! (who smells like coffee)

Blitz- you emptied the emergency supplies?!

Wormwood- Yeah, you wouldn�t believe how many band-aids where in there!

Kiki- what if there is an emergency!

Wormwood- I guess we�ll have coffee and talk about it and ect.

Roxy- hey, wait a second, You have a teddy bear?! (that smells like coffee)

Wormwood- yep, pillow.

Roxy- yeah, that�s&weird.

Wormwood- you should hear how he got his name. ;)

>12:45 (at night) Kiki, Wormwood, Blitz, and Roxy out by the fire>

Blitz- DAMN IT!! This is the time I should be getting up not the time I should be going to bed! Now I�m
going to be up in the middle of the evening tomorrow!!

Roxy- God blitz, stop doging!

Blitz- no.

Wormwood- (walks out of his tent) Ok, I officially sprayed the inside of this tent 9 times for bugs with this
very poison ness bug spray! You know just incase.



Roxy- You know that�s poison ness to people too.

Wormwood- Really?! shoot!!

Blitz- T.T

Roxy- don�t worry Blitz, he only thinks it�s bug spray when actally it�s hair spray.

Blitz- Damn it!! Now my hair�s going to be hard to comb!

Wormwood- well, now that I don�t have to worry about the bugs anymore I�ll see you all tomorrow! *goes
in tent *

Kiki- me too (goes in tent)

Roxy- Hey, is there any marshmallows left?

Blitz- no, only coffee.

Roxy- Then there�s no reason to live!

Blitz- well before you go and kill yourself make yourself useful and go get some wood for the fire.

Roxy- fine. (leaves)

< 2:15 am >

Roxy- well before you kill yourself go get some firewood!! And just what I get for listen to that cat! Now
I�m lost in these stupid woods! And when I get back I swear I will- * trips * ow, what did I&I oh my god!
O_O

skellington just laying there-

Roxy- um&sorry ^_^�

(gets up and continues walking)

Roxy- as I was saying as soon as I get back I�m going to kill him!!!



Roxy- * sigh * that�s it I�m lost!! Completely lost!! There�s no hope for me now!!

Krisis- What?! Wadda mean you�re lost?!

Roxy- who the hell are you?!!

Krisis- I�m the guy who�s been following you for the past hour!

Roxy- You�re not to bright are you?

Krisis- hey I�m not the one who�s lost in the woods!

Roxy- hey I�m not the one who followed the one who�s lost in the woods!! Why were you following me
anyway?!

Krisis- I thought you knew where that one freak show was&

Roxy- Freak show? You�re an idiot! Why in the name of common sense would they have a freak show in
the middle of the woods?!! Huh? Why that would be the most stupidest, dumbest idea I have ever-

Then suddenly carnival music and and lights light up behind them-

Roxy- O.o ?!?!

Krisis- hey! You did know where it was after all!



2 - Come in, Come in!

The Escape From The Circus Of Scars By Phantom42
Come in, come in!

Roxy- Whao!! But, why is there a freak show out in the middle of nowhere?

Krisis- I�m krisis by the way!

Roxy- Roxy.

Krisis- cool, that your real name or nickname.

Roxy- real.

Krisis- yeah, at least you have a better name than me.

Roxy- I think your name�s pretty cool.

Krisis- yeah, my parents were drunk when they named me.

Roxy- hey, what�s up with the guitar by the way?

Krisis- oh just in case I need to play with slipknot or something what�s up with the English accent.

Roxy- I used to live there.

Krisis- where?

Roxy- England.

Krisis- I know that but where?

Roxy- Cheshire.

Krisis- isn�t that a cat?

Roxy- yes, but Lewis Carroll just took the name from the town. He used to live there too ya know.

Krisis- Lewis Carroll?!? No, I�m talking about the cat!

Roxy- T.T



Ringmaster- Well, hello and welcome to the circus of scars! Are you the new performers we asked for?

Krisis- nope. Just visitors

Ringmaster- Well I�m afraid you�ll have to go around to the other side to get in, But since you�re already
here, Come in, come in!

Roxy- um, sorry I don�t have any money to get in.

Ringmaster- You speak nonsense! No need for money! Why should our performers need money just to
show off there talents? Well, what are you waiting for?! Come in, come in!

Roxy- wait a second, how did this whole thing get in the middle of the-

Krisis- stop asking questions! Come on! *pulls roxy inside the gate *

Roxy- Hey let go of me!

Krisis- hey, chill just wanted to hold your hand!

Roxy- explained why you followed me&

Krisis- hey if ya don�t need me I might as well leave.

Roxy- fine.

*Krisis- and you�re going to be all like where�s that adorable guy who followed me? I miss him! I miss
that handsome, adorable, sexy bustard that I would-

Roxy- *walking away *

Krisis- Hey! Wait up! *runs to catch up with roxy *

Roxy- thought you were going to leave me alone?

Krisis-um, well&

Roxy- yeah I thought so.

Krisis- hey, look! (points to a sign)

Roxy- crypt the undying, the man who leaves to die again.

Krisis- everyone�s walking in there must be something good.

Roxy- *sigh * ok, let�s go check it out.



Both walk in the tent to someone in a glass capsule dead<

Ringmaster- gather round gather round the time has come! The hour is up! Time to unleash crypt from
his watery prison!

Crowd- *cheers *

Ringmaster- DRAIN THE WATER!!

>water drains

Ringmaster- now, RESSURECTION!!!

< as soon as he said that crypt opened he�s eyes and took a big gasp of air and the crowd roared with
excitement>

>afterward Roxy and krisis are still in side the tent>

Krisis- awesome! Wish I could do that!

Roxy- please it�s all a big hoax!

Krisis- explain.

Roxy- I don�t know how they did it but it�s all fake!

*krisis- no its not my mommy was in the circus she did the high wire! Explain that! HAH! (crying)

Roxy- why are you crying? The high wire�s real!

*Krisis- I know cause she fell off and died!! (crying)



Roxy- what about the safety net?

Krisis- safety net? (confused)

Roxy- guess your mom wasn�t that bright either.

Krisis- I don�t think that�s why she died.

Roxy- then why do you think she died?

Krisis- I don�t know, but she did cry a lot though.

Roxy- so, then you take from your dad then?

Krisis-oh yeah! Let�s see, um, I�m stupid, dumb, uneducated and I�m a pervert.

Roxy- O.o

Krisis- hey wanna ride the tilt-a-whirl?

Roxy- no.

Krisis- hall of mirrors?

Roxy- no.

*Krisis- then what do ya wanna do? It?

Roxy- what? No! I just wanna figure out how they did that trick that guy had to be in there more than
three minutes you could tell cause of his skin, and that�s enough time to kill anyone.

Krisis- maybe he has gills!

Roxy- don�t be stupid!

Krisis- or maybe he was really dead! *gasp * maybe he�s Jesus!!

Roxy- what did I just tell you?!

Krisis- oh, I don�t know. Anyway if you�re just going to sit here and do nothing I�m going to find someone
else to do it with.

Roxy- have fun.

Krisis- thanks, maybe I�ll see ya later. (leaves)



Roxy- (looking at crypt�s watery prison) maybe he�s a robot, or perhaps they gave him some kinda
invisible straw to breathe through.

Ringmaster- wondering how he survived I see.

Roxy- um, yeah! How did you know?!

Ringmaster- You were thinking out loud.

Roxy- oh.

CLIFFHANGER!!!

You�ll know how he did it next chapter!

The * by Krisis�s name mean Meghanne wrote that line.



3 - Dieing to Die
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Dieing to die

Ringmaster- You see young lady the secret to the trick is&

Roxy- yes.

Ringmaster- is..

Roxy- Yes!

Ringmaster- is&

Roxy- YES!!

Ringmaster- HE ACTALLY DIES RIGHT IN FRONT OF YOUR EYES! HAHA!!

Roxy- please, he just can�t die and come back! That�s impossible!

Ringmaster- well well well, we�ll see about that now will we! Tell ya what you name the cause of his
death next show tomorrow and he�ll be dieing to die! Haha!

Roxy- ok, hang him! No way anyone could survive that!

Ringmaster- ah! Very good choice! Very good choice my dear very good! So then will kill him tomorrow!
Very good!

Roxy- yes sir, no way I�m going to miss this! No for the world!

Ringmaster- EXCELLENT!!

A lot later at the camp site

>Blitz sleeping outside where the fire was in a chair<

Roxy- *pushes chair over *



Blitz- huh? (half sleeping) Why am I on the ground?

Roxy- YOU JERK!! WHY DIDN�T YOU COME LOOK FOR ME?!!?!

Blitz- um, I must�ve fell asleep. Why what happened?

Roxy- I GOT LOST!!

Blitz- and you found your way back. Yay.

Roxy- let�s just go home.

Wormwood- *gets out of tent *

Roxy- hey you�re up early.

Wormwood- yeah the alarm woke me up.

Roxy- we didn�t bring a alarm.

Wormwood- huh? Oh, Then it must have been you! (LOL!)

Roxy- -_-

Wormwood- what happened? Why were you yelling anyway?

Roxy- I got lost in the woods and Blitz didn�t come look for me!! (glares at Blitz)

Wormwood- Blitz! You Idiot! That was the perfect time to shoot her!!

Roxy- (glares at wormwood)

Wormwood- relax, I�m only kidding!

Blitz- yeah, plus you found your way back! So now you know never to do things I tell you to! And you�re
not the only one who suffered! I Had to SLEEP OUTSIDE!!

Roxy- oh boo-who

Wormwood- eww now you have bugs in your brain!!

Blitz- yeah well you smell like 32 gallons of hair spra-

Kiki- *pokes blitz�s head * Do them hurt?!

Blitz- ahh! God!! Kiki Stop sneaking up on people like that!!



Kiki- ^_^

Blitz- I�m gonna tie a freakn bell around your neck!

Kiki- *gasp * A SHINY ONE?!

Blitz- um yeah sure whatever.

Kiki- YAY!!

> two hours of packing up tents and well, just tents later<

>Everyone is now ready in the car and drive away<

Krisis- Hey!! Wait!

Blitz- who�s that?

Wormwood- It�s A bug!! Run it over!!

Blitz- Ok!

Roxy- no! wait! I know that guy!

Krisis- Hi!!

Roxy- Krisis- what are you doing here?!



Krisis- I followed you!

Roxy- why?

*Krisis- that�s what I do. After all I am a sheep! Duh!

Wormwood- hate to tell you this but, you�re a Canis Lupus. (Canis Lupus = Wolf)

Krisis- well, uh, your mom�s a Canis Lupus!

Wormwood- uh, no my mom�s a Erinacceus europaeus ,duh! (Erinacceus europaeus = hedgehog)

Krisis- (broken brain)

*Blitz- Wormwood don�t talk smart to him! Can�t you see he�s stupid, dumb, uneducated and clearly a
pervert?!!

Wormwood- fine, you�re a Wolf.

*Krisis- I am?! They lied to me!! Just so I wouldn�t eat them!! Well, now when I go back there they�ll be
surprised!! MUHHAHAHAHA!! MUHAHAHAHAHAHA!! AHAHAHAHAHA!! (he�s talking about sheep that
told him he was also a sheep)

Everyone- O.o?!

Krisis- *ahem * anyway, is there any chance I could get a ride with ya guys?

Kiki- Say No!! *crying and scared to death * (BTW Kiki is not a sheep but it would be funnier if she was)

Roxy- *sigh * Fine. (opens car door)

Krisis- * gets in the car * so are you still going tomorrow?

Roxy- yeah.

Wormwood- where?

Krisis- a freak show.

Blitz- Hey! You told me you were lost!

Roxy- I was lost!

Blitz- no, no I think you were just making-out with this guy.

Krisis- yeah, that�s it!



Roxy- *punches krisis in the arm *

Krisis- ow! I mean we were just talking.

Roxy- yeah, I was lost and then I found krisis and-

Blitz- and then you started making �out?

Roxy- no!! no!! NO!! Then we found this freak show. And then I came back to the camp site!

Krisis- yeah and we meet the guy who runs it too! It was awesome! And we�re going tomorrow too!

Wormwood- so you guys are dating?

Krisis- yep, we�re dating!

Roxy- *Punches Krisis in the arm *

Krisis- OW! I mean we�re just friends who are just sleeping together.

Roxy- *again punches krisis in the arm *

Krisis- Damn it!! Why are you hitting me?!!

Roxy- next time it will be your face!!

Kiki- I think they�re in love!!

*Krisis- Yeah, we�re married!

Roxy- *punches Krisis in the Face *

Krisis- ooooowwwwwwww!!! My face!! * crying *



4 - The New Request of Death

The Escape From The Circus Of Scars By Phantom42
The New Request Of Death

The Next day Roxy took the Car and drove to the camp site to make it to the performance at the circus
of scars<

2:36 Lost in the woods, Again! <

Roxy- *sigh * I should have left a path for me to follow last time I was in the woods.

Spotlight shines on Roxy >

Roxy- uh&

Crowd- *cheers *

Roxy- * Takes A Bow and sits down *

< Spot light turns to Crypt as he stands on a platform with a rope around his neck as he signals his
assistant to pull the leaver<

Assistant- (pulls the leaver)



< The platform underneath crypts feet disappears and well, you can image what a hanging looks like.
Right? <

Ringmaster- HE�S DEAD!! HAHA!!

Crowd- *cheers *

Ringmaster- now, RESURECTION!!

Crowd- RESURECTION!! RESURECTION!!

Crypt- (grabs the rope and pulls himself up as the assistant puts the platform back up at he takes off the
rope and walks off stage)

Krisis- Believe it now?

Roxy- please, it�s still all fake!

< After the show Roxy goes and gets a closer look at the stage looking for anything that might be a clue
to how he survived >

Ringmaster- still wondering how it�s done?

Roxy- yep.

Ringmaster- what�s you theory this time?

Roxy- a glass platform!

Ringmaster- then where is it?

Roxy- the assistant took it when she left!

Ringmaster- wrong, look my dear I already told you the answer.

Roxy- and I still don�t believe it!

Ringmaster- I�ll take another request for a death if you like.

Roxy- ok, well I need a death no one. I mean NO ONE can survive!



Ringmaster- I have a feeling this one�s going to be real, DEADLY!! HAHAHA!!

Roxy- electricity! A thunder bolt!

Ringmaster- ah, very good choice my dead very good! About 100,000,000 volts should do the trick
shouldn�t it?! Haha!

Roxy- Yeah, let�s see him get out of that!

Ringmaster- and tell you what! I�ll even have you pull the switch!

Roxy- fine! You�re going to have a funeral on your hands tomorrow!

Ringmaster- we�ll see now won�t we!

< Later inside the circus of scars computer room someone is having conversation with the real owner of
the circus<

???- That girl is getting in the way! Some how reversing the effects of crypt�s mind! It Took long enough
to brain wash him I don�t want to do it again!

Ringmaster- Yes my lord.

???- When I hand this freak to the government I don�t want his free will getting in the way!!

Ringmaster- yes my lord, I understand. The girl must be killed.

???- yes, but let crypt do it. Perhaps it shall solve the problem of disobedience and test his loyalty to his
master.

Ringmaster- it shall be done my lord. And what of the wolf?

*???- Do not bother, I have a feeling he�s stupid, dumb, uneducated, and clearly a pervert.



Names with * by them were lines written by meghanne.

CLIFFHANGER!! (wow I�m really getting good at these!)

I Bet you didn�t see this coming! This ??? Person is actually working with the government!! And
brainwashing? You got some questions about this guy and his plan! And how will they kill Roxy? Will
Crypt survive the shocking death he has to do next?
You�ll find out most of these answers in the next chapter!!



5 - shocking, isn't it?
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Shocking isn�t it?

< The next day Roxy and Krisis go back to the campsite get lost in the woods again but this time find the
circus by themselves and make there way to crypts tent as he was being set up for the next performance
with handcuffs on his arms and feet for the electricity to go through >

Ringmaster- gather round folks gather round! Tonight we will quick fry our friend crypt here and this
young lady over there will be the one to pull the switch! Ready my dear?

Roxy- yeah, I�m ready!

Ringmaster- any last words crypt?

Crypt- a few, will you have dinner with me later? You know, when I come back.

Roxy- I�m not sure what to say&um&yeah! Yes, yes I will!

Someone in the crowd- SHUT UP AND COOK HIM ALREADY!! (I�m guessing it�s Krisis)

Roxy- well, see ya around. Crypt! *pulls the switch down *

< After pulling that switch 100,000,000, volts went through his veins shocking his heart and boiling his
brain and blood came through his eyes, his entire body lifeless and steaming>

Ringmaster- Shocking isn�t It? HAHAHA!!

Roxy- make it stop!! Please make it stop! (now in tears)



Ringmaster- && (turns the machine off)

Roxy- is he?

Ringmaster- HAHA! Don�t be silly! RESSURECTION!!

Crypt- &&&. (dead)

Crowd- ( starts to have gasps and whispers of panic)

Ringmaster- calm down folks! He�s just playing a trick on us! RESSURECTION!!

Crypt- &&&&&.. (dead)

Roxy- Oh my God!! He�s Really dead!! * Runs out of the tent crying *

||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||The Very Next Day |||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||

< A knock at the Phychaotix HQ

Blitz- hi, um& Can I help you?

???- Yes, I�m looking for Roxy

Blitz- Who is this and why do you want her for?

???- Why? I owe her dinner. Who am I? I�m the man she tried to kill yesterday.
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